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After  submitted his written complaint, Human Resources Director Scott Philabaum 

placed Principal Ulbrich on Administration Leave pending the outcome of this investigation. 

(Exhibit 5) 

 

The Complaint (In Summary)  (Full Complaint Exhibit 6) 

 

The following is a summary of  complaint against Principal Ulbrich: 

 

•  met with PHSN Administrators, including Principal Ulbrich, and the PHSN 

Athletic Director, on July 15, 2021, to report their ’s  

 and to request that  Student 1, be provided 

support at PHSN since Student was also scheduled to attend PHSN at the start of the 

2021-2022 school year. 

•  and Student 1 returned to PHSN on August 2, 2021, and met with Witness 

4 (to whom Student 1 was assigned in Witness 4s alphabet of students) and Witness 5  

where the Assistant Principals affirmed that Student and Student 1 were not scheduled in 

classes or lunch together. They provided Student 1 with trusted adults whom Student 1 

could contact in the event Student 1 felt uncomfortable or anxious at PNHS upon starting 

classes. 

• Because Student was then charged with  a second  (unrelated to the 

 family) in August of 2021, Student was placed on “  (  

 for the start of the 2021-2022 school year, and  did not attend PHSN in the 

fall of 2021as originally planned.  

• On January 5, 2022, the second day of the second semester of the 2021-2022 school year, 

Student 1 reported to  parents that  saw Student at PHSN on January 4 and January 

5, 2022.  contacted Superintendent Briggs and Principal Ulbrich by want of 

an email for an explanation concerning Student’s attendance at PHSN. (Exhibit 7) 

• On January 6, 2022, Principal Ulbrich returned  call stating that Student 

had the right to return to school because Student was not yet proven guilty of the  

 charges. 

•  stated that Principal Ulbrich submitted a  for Student which the 

 reviewed, thus allowing Student to return to PHSN for the second semester of the 

2021-2022 school year (unbeknownst to  at the time).  

•  alleged that because Principal Ulbrich has a “personal relationship” with 

  , Principal Ulbrich 

prepared Student’s  for the  resulting in Student’s return to PHSN for the 

second semester of the 2021-2022 school year.  

•  then alleged that because of Principal Ulbrich’s inability to adequately 

implement Student’s  Student then propositioned  on the bus (a 

third young child), where Student and  were seated together, in violation of 

Student’s   

 

Scope of the Investigation 

 
The Pickerington Local School District contracted with the Educational Service Center of 

Central Ohio (ESCCO) to investigate  complaint against Principal Ulbrich. The 
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ESCCO assigned Consultant Janice Collette to investigate  complaint.  The 

Consultant interviewed  on February 7, 2022, and Principal Ulbrich on March 2, 

2022. The Consultant also interviewed eleven witnesses on February 11 and February 17, 2022 

respectively.  In addition to interviewing witnesses, the Consultant reviewed District policies, 

personnel files, evaluations, emails, and other documents pertinent to the investigation. 
 

Complainant’s Statement 

 

In his interview with the Consultant on February 7, 2022,  shared what occurred at 

the   between Student and his  on  

when Student led   and .   

 took their  to Nationwide Children’s Hospital on  

where their  was assessed. The assessment substantiated that Student allegedly  

 their  at the  on   In addition, the  

found that this was not the first time Student had touched his  (which occurred 

at the  home when Student attended a birthday party for Student 1 the year before). 

Nationwide Children’s Hospital turned over their assessment to Fairfield County Jobs and 

Family Services.  

 

In early July 2021,  stated that he contacted Witness 5 to arrange a meeting with 

Principal Ulbrich concerning Student 1’s attendance at PHSN where Student would also attend 

as  in August of 2021.  wanted to assure that Student 1 would have no 

contact with Student in both athletics and their classes.   Principal Ulbrich and 

Witness 5 met in early July when  explained the circumstances regarding his 

, and Student 1’s attendance at PHSN. 

 

 brought Student 1 to PHSN at a later date but before the start of school, where 

Witness 5 walked Student 1 around PHSN, informing Student 1 about trusted adults whom  

could contact if she felt anxious, “safe zones” within the school, etc. 

 

In the meantime,  stated that Student was involved in a second incident with a  

 on  at a private home. This second incident resulted in Student being placed 

on  by the  for the start of the 2021-2022 school year.  Student 1 started 

the school year at PHSN as planned. 

 

On December 21, 2021,  was running through the neighborhood past PHSN when he 

coincidently saw  enter the school.   

 

On January 5, 2022, Student 1 arrived home from school and told her parents that  saw 

Student at school in the lunchroom twice, and Student 1 passed Student unaccompanied in the 

hallway at the school.  emailed Superintendent Dr. Chris Briggs asking him or 

Principal Ulbrich to call him.   

 

Principal Ulbrich phoned him on January 6, 2022.  knew that Principal Ulbrich 

signed documents allowing Student to return to school for the second semester of the 2021-2022 

school year.   asked Principal Ulbrich about his reasoning for Student’s return.  
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According to  Principal Ulbrich told  that the  directed Principal 

Ulbrich to allow Student’s return.  stated that Principal Ulbrich “defended his 

position” for allowing Student’s attendance at PHSN.  said that Principal Ulbrich’s 

reasoning was that Student had a “obligation to receive an education,” and that  

was not the same as  learning.  said that he was very upset with Principal 

Ulbrich, “screaming” about the potential safety risks for Student’s return to school.  According to 

 Principal Ulbrich’s said, “I don’t know what country you live in…” but a person is 

innocent until proven guilty.   reiterated that he was “screaming” at Principal Ulbrich 

there was DNA evidence that Student   .   explained 

that Principal Ulbrich said that he was “being pressured by the  for Student’s return to 

school.  

 

 asked Principal Ulbrich if Principal Ulbrich had contacted anyone at the District’s 

Administrative Office before allowing Student to return to PHSN.   said that 

Principal Ulbrich told him that “PHSN was ‘his’ school, and he can do anything he wants.”  

 mentioned that he, too, has a lot of “leeway” in his job, but he would have never signed 

 documents without talking to his boss.  

 

 knew that Student was involved in yet a third incident with a  on the 

school bus in January of 2022.  As a result the Fairfield County Judge who presided over the 

case called an emergency meeting on January 18, 2022, with the  family and the second 

 family in attendance, along with the Prosecutor and both families’ attorneys. Student did 

not return to school.  

 

 stated that Student was then found guilty on various charges, and Student is 

currently “on  awaiting disposition by the    

 

 described  as the “golden child” in the Pickerington community.  

According to   was a  

  

 

 feels that  and Principal Ulbrich are friends, which is the reason Principal 

Ulbrich signed the documents for the  thus allowing Student to attend PHSN for the 

second semester of the 2021-2022 school year.  

 

In closing  stated there is “only one acceptable outcome for this situation, and it is 

for Principal Ulbrich to be removed from his position.”   said there is “no ‘yes but’ 

here.”  said that Principal Ulbrich knew that Pickerington School District buses 

transported elementary kids on the buses (with high school students), and Principal Ulbrich let 

his personal relationship with  influence his decision in allowing Student to ride the 

bus to attend PHSN.  

 

 stated that Principal Ulbrich knew of the “propensity (of the situation)” and 

knowingly allowed Student to attend school, nonetheless.   was emphatic that this 

situation is “unacceptable,” and that Principal Ulbrich will be “gone,” or he will take the matter 

further.  
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and they discussed Student’s possible return to school with the   Principal Ulbrich 

said that he assumed that Student’s  originated from the   

 

 emailed Principal Ulbrich on December 14, 2021 about the  (Exhibit 9) 

from Student’s counselor3 asking Principal Ulbrich to provide  with a letter from 

Principal Ulbrich on PHSN letterhead stating that a team meeting was scheduled at PHSN to “go 

over” Student’s   provided the wording for Principal Ulbrich’s letter.  

 

According to the email dated December 15, 2021, Principal Ulbrich indicated would leave  

 requested letter (Exhibit 10) at the PHSN front desk for  to retrieve. When the 

Consultant asked Principal Ulbrich to whom the letter was addressed (To Whom It May 

Concern), Principal Ulbrich was unable to answer except that he assumed To Whom It May 

Concern was the  However, Principal Ulbrich stated that he took  word that the 

letter was destined for the   and Principal Ulbrich used  words in the 

letter “verbatim.”  

 

On December 16, 2021,  emailed Principal Ulbrich asking Principal Ulbrich to indicate 

that a meeting would be scheduled for the following Tuesday, December 21, 2022, to “hopefully 

expedite the decision (for Student) to return on the 4th.” (Exhibit 11) 

 

Later on December 16, 2021, Principal Ulbrich responded in an email to  that a  

 meeting was scheduled for Tuesday, December 21, 2021. (Exhibit 12) 

 

Principal Ulbrich then sent a meeting invite to Witnesses 1, 3, 7, 9, and 11, along with  

for a virtual  meeting for Student on December 21, 2021 at 1:00 p.m. (Exhibit 13) 

 

At the virtual meeting Principal Ulbrich said the team reviewed the components of Student’s 

 but he could not recall who acknowledged the final plan for PHSN. Principal 

Ulbrich stated that no one signed off on the  and Principal Ulbrich said that the plan 

itself was not shared with Student’s teachers except for possibly  staff. 

Principal Ulbrich also said that he did not know if Petermann, the District’s transportation 

provider, received a copy of Student’s   

 

 sent an email to Witness 11 who forwarded  email to Principal Ulbrich and 

Witness 9 dated January 2, 2022, stating that Student would return to classes at PHSN on 

January 4, 2022. Witness 11 responded to  (Exhibit 14).  

 

Principal Ulbrich stated that he allowed Student to return to PHSN without a  

explaining that he “took  word.” Principal U brich said that he did not receive a copy 

of the  for Student’s return to PHSN until January 17, 2022, when he requested it 

from  which was after the incident between Student and the  on the bus 

which occurred on January 13, 2022. The  specifically states that “The  has 

received a written  for Student and acknowledgement of the  by 

Pickerington High School North Principal Mark L. Ulbrich.  The  approves the  

 
3 The “counselor” was not Student’s assigned PHSN’s counselor.  Principal Ulbrich was unable to answer which outside 

counselor wrote Student’s  
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Student’s   Witness 1 explained that she did not receive Student’s  from 

Witness 11 until January 7, 2022. In addition, no Principals attended  

meeting, including Principal Ulbrich. 

 

 

 

   

 

Witness 1 reported that  had a virtual meeting regarding the  for 

Student. However, the plan was not finalized as the team “discussed” the plan. Witness 1 did not 

know whose job it was to disseminate a copy of Student’s  to  teachers.  

 

Witness 1 recalled that Student visited PHSN to “tour” sometime, and Witness 9 met Student on 

January 4, 2022, when Student returned to school.  

 

Witness 1 shared with the Consultant that she knew that “Principal Ulbrich and  knew 

one another.”  However, Witness 1 stated that she did not know if they were friends.  

 

Witness 1 recalled that Witness 11  to return to school on January 3, 

2022.  Witness 1 stated that she was “concerned” that she (and another male teacher) was named 

as a “point person” for Student 1.  Witness 1 stated that Student was present in her class on 

January 4, 2022, even though she did not receive the Student’s  until January 7, 2022.  

 

According to Witness 1, on January 19, 2022, Witness 1 received a text from Witness 11 stating 

that Student was scheduled for  on January 27, 2022.  At the 

 meeting, it was decided that  

.   

 

• Witness 2 

 

Witness 2 is the PHSN Athletic Director who met with  on July 15, 2021.  

Witness 2 stated that Principal Ulbrich sent the invite for the  meeting where Principal 

Ulbrich,  and Witness 2 were present. 

 

Witness 2 explained that the reason for the meeting with the  was the result 

of the incident that had recently occurred between Student and the   

.  asked Principal Ulbrich and Witness 2 to keep Student 1 away 

from Student in the building and separated in their sports.4  also asked 

Principal Ulbrich to provide Student 1 with support in the event  became upset. Principal 

Ulbrich told  that he would talk with the guidance staff to assure that 

Student and Student 1 were not in the same classes and to provide an adult contact for Student 1.  

 

Witness 2 also recalled that the  wanted Student to “get help” at the time.  

 

 
4 Student was slated to play  and Student 1 planned to . The  were 

located in the same area. 
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According to Witness 2, Witness 2 was unaware of any follow-up with the plans to keep Student 

and Student 1 apart. 

 

Witness 2 stated that he never met Student since Student did not return to school in the fall of 

2021 and did not participate in athletics.  Witness 2 said that when he checked Student’s athletic 

eligibility on September 14, 2021, Student was listed as “not participating.”  

 

Witness 2 said that Student was not scheduled to participate in athletics for the second semester 

upon  return to PHSN.   

 

Witness 2 explained that he was aware that Principal Ulbrich and  were acquaintances. 

 

• Witness 3 

 

Witness 3 is a PHSN Lead Assistant Principal. Witness 3 said that he sat in on a meeting in July 

2021 with Witness 4, Witness 5 and   During the meeting  

 had a concern about Student and Student 1 participating in athletics while practicing 

outdoors in close proximity. 

 

During this same meeting, Witness 3 recalled that  mentioned there was an outside 

prosecutor brought to Fairfield County to prosecute the allegations against Student with regard to 

 .  Witness 3 said that he did not know  

 

 

Witness 3 stated that he was unaware there was a second situation between Student and another 

 in the summer of 2021.  

 

Witness 3 participated, however, in a GoogleMeets meeting in December of 2021 to discuss 

Student’s return to PHSN.  Witness 3 recalled that Witness 11 scheduled the meeting.  

Witness 3 said that Principal Ulbrich gave Witness 3 a hard copy of Student’s  from a 

“hard copy” folder in January of 2022.  Witness 3 recalled that he scanned the hard copy  

 and emailed it to Witness 11.  

 

Witness 3 stated that he knew that Principal Ulbrich and  met on two occasions.  

Witness 3 remembered that  met with Principal Ulbrich and Witness 5 in the summer 

of 2021, and again Principal Ulbrich and  met with just the two of them “in the 

summer.”   

 

Prior to Student’s manifestation meeting on January 27, 2022, Witness 3 said that he saw  

 visit PHSN twice.   

 

Witness 3 said that he was not involved with Student’s situation until Witness 8 arrived at PHSN 

on January 18, 2022, for Student’s bus suspension hearing. Witness 8 shared the bus video with 

Witness 3. Witness 3, Witness 8 and Principal Ulbrich also viewed the bus security video. 

Principal Ulbrich and Witness 3 called Student to the office to ask him about his encounter with 

the  on the bus. Witness 3 then stated that Principal Ulbrich phoned  telling 
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him what occurred with Student and the  on the bus.  Witness 3 recalled that  

 asked the age of the student on the bus, and Principal Ulbrich told  the student 

was a . Principal Ulbrich explained to  that Student would be suspended for 

ten days and recommended for expulsion.  

 

Witness 3 attended Student’s  meeting, and the team determined that 

Student’s interaction with the  on the bus on January 13, 2022, was  

. As a result, Student was suspended and recommended for 

expulsion.  appealed Student’s suspension.  Witness 6 was the suspension appeal 

officer who upheld Student’s suspension. 

 

• Witness 4 

 

The 2021-2022 school year was the first year Witness 4 was hired a PHSN Assistant Principal.  

Witness 4 stated that in early July of 2021 Witness 4 participated in a meeting with  

 Witness 3, and Witness 5.  Witness 4 recalled that  did not go into detail 

about what had occurred between Student and his .  Witness 4 stated 

that Student 1 was “anxious” about being at PHSN while charges were pending against Student.  

Witness 4 explained that Student and Student 1 were both involved with fall athletics, albeit in 

different sports, but  wanted to be assured that Student and Student 1 would 

not cross paths during athletic practices or be assigned to the same classes. Witness 4 stated that 

she made sure that Student and Student 1’s schedules did not coincide.  

 

According to Witness 4,  wanted Student to attend PHSC and not PHSN for the 

upcoming school year, which was not an option. Although  discussed 

keeping Student and Student 1 separated at school, and Witness 4 assured them that Witness 4 

would support Student 1, there was no written plan to keep Student and Student 1 apart.  

 

Witness 4 recalled that  brought Student 1 back to PHSN a few days later where 

Witness 4 and Witness 5 met Student 1 and “walked Student 1’s schedule” with  and  

mother.  In addition, Witness 4 and Witness 5 helped Student 1 identify trusted staff members 

with whom Student 1 could talk with or spend some time with should Student 1 become anxious 

or nervous.  Witness 4 stated that they showed Student 1 the staff members’ classrooms where 

 could talk with them if Student 1 felt the need, and Witness 4 showed Student 1 where 

Witness 4’s office was located as well. Witness 4 also pointed out the Guidance Counselor’s 

office to whom Student 1 was assigned.   

 

Witness 4 explained that she checked on Student 1 a few times at the start of the school year, but 

Student 1 told Witness 4 that  was okay, and Student 1 never visited Witness 4’s office.  

 

 

• Witness 5 

 

Witness 5 is a PHSN Lead Assistant Principal. Although Witness 4 is the PHSN Assistant 

Principal to whom Student 1 is assigned, Witness 5 felt that  reached out to Witness 
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5 in early July of 2021 because Witness 5 lives in the  neighborhood.  Witness 5 

was also a former trustee at the  pool.5 

 

When  left a voicemail message for Witness 5, Witness 5 spoke with Principal 

Ulbrich to schedule a meeting. Witness 5 stated that Witness 2, Witness 5 and Principal Ulbrich 

initially met with  in July of 2021, and  shared that 

the incident between Student and the   was “under investigation,” but 

they did not name Student at the first meeting.  told Witness 5 and 

Principal Ulbrich that their , Student 1, was scheduled to attend PHSN in at the start of 

the 2021-2022 school year, and  had “anxiety” concerns about Student 1 

since there was a prosecutor and attorneys involved with the situation that occurred between 

Student and the  .   first concern was that 

Student and Student 1 were both participating in athletics, and they did not want Student and 

Student 1’s paths to cross during practices and the season.  Student was slated to play , 

while Student 1 planned to , and both teams practiced in the same field area.   

 

Witness 5 suggested to  another meeting might be in order for Student 1 to 

meet Witness 4 who had Student 1 assigned to Witness 4’s alphabet. Witness 5 suggested that 

 schedule another meeting before the start of the school year and Welcome 

Days (the incoming  Orientation).  

 

Witness 5 explained that the  scheduled another meeting when they met with Witness 3, 

Witness 4, and Witness 5. By the second meeting Witness 3, 4, and 5 were aware of Student’s 

name and the situation. During the second meeting  also shared that 

Student was allegedly involved with a second  over the summer. Witness 5 told the 

 that Witness 5 would compare Student and Student 1’s schedules to be sure they did 

not coincide.   brought Student 1 before Welcome Days where Witness 4 and 

Witness 5 walked Student 1 around the school, showing Student 1 where the trusted 

teachers/staff members’ rooms were located.  

 

Witness 5 stated that although there was a plan to support Student 1, neither the  nor 

Witness 4 or 5 reduced the plan to writing.  

 

Witness 5 recalled that  brought Student to Welcome Days which were scheduled by 

alphabet on August 5 and August 6, 2021, from 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon to 3:00 

p.m.  Classes started on August 16, 2021. 

 

Witness 5 said that  lives in this community, uses the  pool, and 

coaches . Witness 5 said that “everyone knows  

 In addition, Witness 5 stated that Principal Ulbrich and  are “friends” because  

of , and due to  

.  

 

According to Witness 5, Witness 5 was not involved with bringing Student back to school in 

January of 2022.  However, Witness 5 stated that  told Principal Ulbrich that Student 

 
5 The  pool is where Student allegedly   . 
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was returning to PNHS on December 28, 2021,  

.  

 

On January 18, 2022, Witness 5 recalled that Witness 3 called on the walkie for Principal 

Ulbrich to go to Witness 3’s office.  Witness 5 stated that he was unaware if anyone called the 

police on January 18, 2022. 

 

• Witness 6 

 

Witness 6 is the Executive Director of Student Services for the Pickerington Local School 

District.  Witness 6 was the suspension appeal officer when  appealed Student’s 

suspension.   

 

Witness 6 said that she reviewed Student’s original  at the suspension appeal hearing. 

Witness 6 was unaware as to where the  originated.   

 

Witness 6 explained that she had no knowledge that Student planned to return to school from 

 for the second semester the 2021-2022 school year until Dr. Hedgepeth and Dr.  

Jackson contacted Witness 6 to determine if Witness 6 had known anything about Student’s 

status and  return to school.  

 

Witness 6 stated that it was “odd” that Student was on  to begin with since there 

was no  on file.  However, Witness 6 also stated that it is not uncommon for students 

to return to school with a  In addition, Witness 6 said that had she known about 

Student’s  ahead of time,  would have reviewed the parameters of the 

 mapped it out, and assured there was adequate adult supervision. Witness 6 stated 

that she called Witness 11 to determine what had happened with regard to Student’s   

 

• Witness 7 

 

Student is assigned to Witness 7 as  Guidance Counselor according to the alphabet.  Witness 7 

had never met Student since  had not attended school for the first semester.  Witness 7 stated 

that Witness 11 informed Witness 7 that Student would be on  for the first 

semester of the 2021-2022 school year.  

 

Witness 7 did not see Student’s original  until December 21, 2021, when Witness 11 

showed it to her.  Witness 11 set up the  virtual meeting for December 21, 2021, and 

Witness 7 attended.  At the December 21, 2021, meeting, Witness 7 asked if she should change 

Student’s schedule for the start of the second semester, but  said “no,” because 

Student’s return was “not official” at that time. Witness 7 said that Principal Ulbrich did not 

inform her of Student’s possible return to PHSN, and Witness 7 found out that Student had 

returned to PHSN on January 4, 2022. 

 

Witness 7 stated that she was not the counselor who wrote the original  for Student, 

nor did she have any prior contact with the  family or any  officials.  
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• Witness 8 

 

Witness 8 is the Discipline Supervisor for Petermann Transportation, the contracted company 

that transports the District’s students.  Witness 8 stated that she was unaware of Student until 

January 6, 2022, when Dr. Jackson phoned Witness 8 to ask if Student needed to be seated in the 

front of the bus.  Witness 8 stated that when these types of requests are phoned into 

Transportation, they are always entered into Versatrans, the bus routing information system.  

When Witness 8 checked Versatrans, there were no notes referencing Student and his assigned 

seating on the bus.  

 

Witness 8 explained that after the call from Dr. Jackson, she informed the driver on Bus #5 that 

Student needed to sit up front.  Witness 8 said she had never received a copy of Student’s  

 As a result, Witness 8 was unaware of Student’s  requirements 

outlined in the plan. Nor was Witness 8 aware of Student’s background with .   

 

Witness 8 was not provided a copy of a  allowing Student to return to school on 

January 4, 2022.  According to Witness 8, Student “showed up” when students returned to school 

on January 4, 2022.  

 

Witness 8 recalled that the mother of a  called Petermann after  arrived 

home on January 13, 2022.  Witness 8 returned the mother’s call the next morning on January 

14, 2022.  The ’s mother told Witness 8 that a  named Student asked  

 to unbutton  pants while riding the bus.  According to the mother,  told 

Student that  did not have a button on  pants.  

 

Upon viewing the security video from the bus, Witness 8 stated that it was evident that Student 

“picked up  bookbag” to shield talking to .  

 

Witness 8 removed Student from the bus on January 14, 2022, and Witness 8 scheduled a 

hearing at PHSN for January 18, 2022. When Witness 8 arrived at PHSN on January 18, 2022, 

Witness 8 stated that Principal Ulbrich told Witness 8 PHSN would “handle it,” and that Student 

would not be on the bus. Witness 8 also recalled that Student’s parents were not at the school for 

the scheduled hearing.  

 

Witness 8 stated that she provided a copy of the bus video to the PHSN Administrators on 

January 18, 2022, and later to the Fairfield County Sheriff’s Office.  

 

Witness 8 explained that she did not hear anything more about Student’s transportation until she 

phoned Principal Ulbrich on January 20, 2022, when Principal Ulbrich informed Witness 8 that 

Student would no longer ride the bus.  

 

According to Witness 8, there are no set seating charts for students on the bus.  In this case, 

students from , were also being transported on Bus 5, along with the 

District’s students.  Witness 8 said that  was also seated in the front of the bus 

because of  need to be near the driver. Witness 8 said that she “knew next to nothing about the 

situation regarding Student.”  
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• Witness 9 

 

Witness 9 is the District’s . Witness 9’s role is 

to provide professional development to staff and parents regarding how to best intervene with 

students’ behavior issues,  

.  Witness 9 was also Student’s  teacher for the first semester of the 

2021-2022 school year, and Witness 9 continued with Student’s instruction after  suspension 

and expulsion from PHSN, including when Student was confined to a  facility 

for a short time.  

 

Witness 9 provided  to Student per the request of Witness 11 beginning in 

August 2021 either via  instruction or virtually.  Witness 9 stated that she was initially 

unaware as to the reason Student was on  at the time. Witness 9 never saw a 

 placing Student on  although Witness 9 instructed Student two to 

three times per week at  home.  

 

Student was apprehensive about attending PHSN as  had never been there, but Witness 9 was a 

contact person for Student upon  return.  In addition, Witness 9 stated that Student’s counselor 

(not the PHSN counselor) had worked with Student two to three times per week reviewing 

“scenarios” with Student.  In addition, Witness 9 knew that the counselor developed a  

 for Student.  Witness 9 did not know if the counselor was a private counselor or 

appointed.  

 

On January 3, 2022, Witness 9 stated that she “did a tour” of PHSN with Student along with 

Principal Ulbrich, Student and   They reviewed Student’s schedule and showed 

Student around the school as  had never attended PHSN.  

 

Witness 9 acted as Student’s “safe person” at PHSN, since Witness 9 was the only staff member 

who Student knew. Witness 9 stated that Student was “struggling” at lunch as  did not know 

any students, and Witness 9 often talked with Student about how  was feeling.  Witness 9 said 

that when Student was removed to  after the bus incident with  

on January 13, 2022, Witness 9 provided instruction to Student while Student was in the 

detention center. At the time of this interview, Witness 9 stated that Student was on  

until the  made a decision.  

 

• Witness 10 

Witness 10 is a  teacher who was scheduled to teach Student and participated in 

 meeting on December 7, 2021. 

 

Witness 10 said that he was never provided a reason as to why Student was not present at the 

start of the 2021-2022 school year. Witness 10 said that he was unaware of Student’s situation, 

and Witness 10 simply emailed Student’s assignments to .  

 

On January 3, 2022, Witness 10 saw Principal Ulbrich “showing a student around the school.” 

This was the only information Witness gave the Consultant. 
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initiated and prepared Student’s  for the  resulting in Student’s return to 

PHSN for the second semester of the 2021-2022 school year.  

•  then alleged that because of Principal Ulbrich’s inability to adequately 

implement Student’s  Student then propositioned  on the bus (a 

third ), where Student and  were seated together, in violation of 

Student’s   

 

 alleged that because Principal Ulbrich had a “personal relationship” with  

Principal Ulbrich allowed Student to return to PHSN.  Principal Ulbrich stated, nonetheless, that 

he simply wanted  student who had never attended PHSN to return to classes. 

However, Principal Ulbrich’s ability to adequately implement Student’s  was 

paramount. 

  

Principal Ulbrich admittedly placed Student on  in August of 2021 and allowed 

Student to attend PHSN in January of 2022 based on  word, with no 

orders/documentation from the  a appointed counselor, Probation Officer, or other 

 personnel. Principal Ulbrich admittedly neglected to notify his immediate supervisor or 

District administrative personnel regarding his decisions about Student. (Exhibit 17)  Although 

the  did not initially provide detail about what occurred between Student and their 

, they explained the reason for their initial meeting with Principal 

Ulbrich in July of 2021. According to Principal Ulbrich,  informed Principal Ulbrich 

about the pending  against Student.  

 

Principal Ulbrich initiated Student’s  meeting with staff on December 21, 2021. 

Principal Ulbrich admitted that he did not review the final  when Witness 11 asked 

for his input on January 7, 2022, when Student was already back to classes. No staff members 

signed off on the  it was not dated, and Principal Ulbrich admitted that Student’s 

teachers did not receive a copy of the   

 

Principal Ulbrich admitted to not following up with Petermann in regard to enforcement of 

Student’s   

 

The  dated December 29, 2021 specifically states, “The  has received a written 

 for Student and acknowledgement of the  by Pickerington High School 

North Principal Mark L. Ulbrich. The  approves the  and modifies its previous 

orders and will permit the  Student to attend  classes at Pickerington High 

School North, consistent with the  CDC and local health department guidelines, and 

the School’s ability to implement the    

 

Principal Ulbrich did not receive a copy of the  until he requested it from  

on January 18, 2022, after Student was in class since January 4, 2022, and after the incident 

between Student and  that occurred on the bus on January 13, 2022.  Therefore, by 

not investigating or requesting the content of the  Principal Ulbrich was unaware of 

the significance of his responsibility in allowing Student back to  learning. 

Principal Ulbrich’s documentation, as submitted to the  by  affirmed that 

Principal Ulbrich was responsible for the School’s ability to implement the   
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Ultimately, Principal Ulbrich failed to implement and oversee implementation of Student’s 

  

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Janice Collette 

Educational Service Center of Central Ohio 

COG Employee 

 

 

 

 

 













 

 
 

    

   

  
  

  

  
    

   
 

  

    

   

   

    

                 
             

              
               

                   
                  

              
            
        

              
            
                

             
               

               
      

            
           

        
            

                
   

              
            



    
   

   
   

  



















  













    
 
 

 
     

 
       

                    
                       

    

         

   

            
           

               
          

                   
         

 

                      
        

                     
                   

                      
 
















